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outside the window were dappled with the grayish pink of dawn..Lee Kitlough."Jack, is Peg in there?".And we wait.The red column inched
upwards. "One hundred and four." Nolan straightened quickly. "Go fetch Moises. Tell him I want the launch ready, pronto. We'll have to get her to
the doctor at Manaos.".There was another twisting of the facial features. Amanda, her voice rising, said, "You can't do this,.Her fear touched him.
So he stood and smoothed down the skins of his coat. "I will go. But I will."But it could be done, right? With the proper shielding so the plants
won't be wiped out before they ever sprout, we could have a hydroponics plant functioning?".The next moment it was Selene, wholly Selene, who
stood there. She hurried across the room and.know so much of what we were sent here to find out. And you'll be quite famous when you get back
to.Crawford had a glimpse of Ralston and Lucy McKillian; then Mary shut the door..s Jain died.."Well, you see, Dr. Kolodny, what she believes is
that the end of the world is about to happen. Next February. That's where she's gone DOW?to Arizona, to wait for it. This is the third time she's
taken off.".Because it was just Harry Spinner at the Brewster Hotel on the wrong end of Hollywood Boulevard, the cops took over hah* an hour to
get there. While we waited I told Birdie everything I knew, about the phone call and what I'd found..30.black leg was a crooked line of shadow
laying across his body, looking up through the port at the sharp,."Ah!" Mama exhaled a sigh of relief. "The pobrecito steeps.".when we left. But it
doesn't matter. You won't get any takers, though we appreciate the fact that you.why, for instance, it would do you no good to report us to the
Communications Control Office. Others."Selene," I said, "don't push too hard.".know, for lots of bright colors give him a headache.".She is
instantly and utterly consumed. The face of Atropos remains shrouded in shadows..wheeled up to him and asked what kind of music he
liked.."Miss Tremaine, you'd make somebody a wonderful mother." She didn't even humph; she just picked."What makes you think that women are
a natural resource, Craw-ford?" she said, slowly and deliberately..man flung out his cape, grabbed Amos by the hand, and ran out into the
street..The truth, senor. This one you call Nina?this girl?is not a ghi. She is of the ancient race from the high peaks, where the great serpents dwell.
Your workers here, even Moises, know only the jungle, but I come from the great valley beneath the mountains, and as a chfld I learned to fear
those who lurk above. We do not go there, but sometimes the snake-people come to us. In the spring when they awaken, they shed then1 skins, and
for a time they are fresh and clean before the scales grow again. It is then that they come, to mate with men.".This fertilized egg cell cannot become
an independently living organism for some nine months, for it.part delight, part fear..mouth and lifted it in a kind of salute. "So long. And Merry
Christmas.".She rolls to face me. "Huh?".master's in oceanography at UCLA in the afternoons. In the year I'd known her I'd seldom seen her stick
her nose into the sunlight before eleven,.I started to frown. It hurt hellishly. There seemed to be silver wrapped around the edges of my vision,.the
direction of the couple chained together on the blue settee..That's what got me the job with Alpertron, Ltd., die big promotion and booking agency.
I'm on the concert tour and work their stim board, me and my console over there on the side of the stage. It isn't that much different in principle
from playing one of the instruments in the backup band, though it's a hetL of a lot more complex than even Nagami's synthesizer. It all sounds
simple enough: my console is the critical link between performer and audience. Just one glorified feedback transceiver: pick up the empathic load
from Jain, pipe it into the audience, they react and add their own load, and I feed it all back to the star. And then around again as I use the sixty stim
tracks, each with separate controls to balance and augment and intensify. It can get pretty hairy, which is why not just anyone can do the job. It
helps that I seem to have a natural resistance to the sideband stopover radiation from the empathic transmissions. "Ever think of teaching?" said the
school voc counselor. "No," I said. "I want the action.".mansions, and Norman castles I bypassed with the contempt such common tawdries
deserved. Instead, I.course, the opposite's true..There was a silence, then it was ripped apart by Lang?s huge laugh. She was joined by the
others,.4th..If the first trip had been an ordeal, this one was an agony: a frantic thrust through the sultry night on the steaming river, Moises
sweating over the throttle as Nolan held Darlene's shuddering shoulders against the straw mattress in the stern of the vibrating launch. They made
Manaos by dawn and roused Dr. Robales from slumber at his house near the plaza..160.alien artifact mixed in with caveman bones, or a spaceship
entering the system. I guess I was thinking hi.The thing was twenty centimeters long, almost round, and dome-shaped. It had a hard shell on
top.."Shut up," Stella says. "Damn it.".message is this: "Jain Snow wished you to have possession of this. She informed you prior to her
demise.Toward noon, the same wealthy merchant who'd come around before came around again. After climbing out of his palanquin, he started
pacing up and down the way he'd done on his first visit; only this tune instead of looking up at the half-finished seventh stage and shaking his head,
he kept glancing sideways at Ike and Eli and Zeke and me. Finally he singled me out and came over to where I was standing, ^shooting the breeze
with Ike. He had pink cheeks, with."There was no point in getting him involved. It was just an accident.".Q: When was this picture taken?."Never
once," she went on fiercely, ignoring his supportiveness. "It's always Miss Massachusetts, or Miss Ohio, who can't do any-tiling but play a damn
jew's-harp, if youll excuse my language, or Miss Oregon, who still can't remember the blocking for Lovely to Look At, which she has been dancing
since before 7 graduated from high school. There's no one in the whole damn line-up who hasn't been crowned once. Except me.".And for six
months, nothing really new cropped up among the whirligigs. Song was not surprised..the menu. He knew from long experience that whatever
could make him palpably happier was also liable.the blizzard and the undulating dome bottom, heading for the roofless framework where the
other.new home was badly needed. They were dealing daily with slow leaks, any of which could become a.Sitting on the floor huddled in a blanket
was Martin Ralston, the chemist His shirt was bloody, and.that will be both precise and compact. If vivid be added thereunto, fine?what else is
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good style? Hence."If we were playing for money, I wouldn't be able to do anything right".He wrote down the coordinates for the plane crash in
which his daughter and her husband had died,.Eighty. I engage five more tracks. Five to go. The crowd's getting damn near all of her. And,
of."That's mean, Janice," I groaned.."The nature of the beast," he mutters, almost sadly, and smacks the palm of his gloved hand against the portal.
"Sreen!" he yells. "Come out, Sreen!".way it must be. Clear?".She took a deep breath and plunged in, only to collide with Ralston as he came out,
dragging Song. Except for a dazed expression and a few cuts, Song seemed to be all right. Crawford and McKillian joined them as they lay her on
the bunk..But he was alone in the castle hall. Jack and Lea had already left. Amos ran to the mirror just in time to see them walking away across the
green and yellow meadows to the golden castle. Lea leaned her head on Jack's shoulder, and the prince turned to kiss her raven hair, and Amos
thought: "Now there are two people Jiving through the happiest moment of their lives.".where all the pieces were hidden. Only it did not show me
how to get back to the Far Rainbow. And still.there was dried blood all over his face and hands from the nosebleed he'd only recently gotten
under.was expelled?".In Amber, no less.".Maybe Detweiler was a vampire.."Thank you very much," said Amos and walked on till he came to
another sailor whose feet were."On your G-47 form you say you spend a lot of time at Partyland and similar speakeasies. I realize that's where you
did get your first endorsement, but really, don't you think you're wasting your time in mat sort of place? It's a tourist trap!"."Does she believe that?"
Mama's gaze was grave. "You must teO her to go.".By the time I filled Lucas McGowan in on all the details (I got the impression he was less
concerned.era! rule, in the form either of cash on the barrel or services rendered. Barry said (jokingly, of course) that he wouldn't object to
bartering his virtue for an endorsement, or preferably two, to which Michelle replied (quite seriously) that unfortunately she did not know anyone
who might be in the market for Barry's particular type. Generally, she observed, it was younger people who got their endorsements by putting
out.place. There were whirligigs twenty meters tall scattered around him, with vanes broad as the wings of a."I have no idea. I only saw them in the
hall a couple of times. Maurice and I were ... not close." He stood, fidgety. "There's really not anything I can tell you. Why don't you ask David and
Murray. They and Maurice are... were thick as thieves.".Said the red-head, while curling a tress, "There have been (tho' I should not confess),.They
started forward again toward the fires. It was so dark and the cave was so big that even with the light they could not see the ceiling or the far wall.
The fires themselves burned in huge scooped out basins of stone. They had been put there for a warning, because just beyond them the floor of the
cave dropped away and there was rolling darkness beyond them..admiration for my superior officer. He may be a suicidal fool to refuse to accept
the situation, but there is.The waitress who brought his order was Cinderella Johnson. She was wearing levis and a T-shirt.Then, as though they'd
been waiting for these preliminaries to be concluded, tears sprang to her eyes..deserve this. Why should you go out on a limb for someone you
scarcely know?"."Yeah, I was working on a story, but I'd rather play gin.'' He grinned, open and artless. "If I could make money playing gin, I
wouldn't write.".And that is the end of the story..They're ready. I cut in another dozen tracks, then mute two. Things are building just a little too
fast. The fine mesh around Jain's."Sounds to me like he was hurtin' for a fix.".another twenty minutes and then follow him when he did leave. If he
went anywhere but his apartment, he.More blankets had fallen away, and besides a red as bright as his own hair, he could see a green the color of
parrot's feathers, a yellow as pale as Chinese mustard, and a blue brilliant as the sky at eight o'clock in July. Have you ever watched someone
asleep under a pile of blankets? You can see the blankets move up and down, up and down with breathing. That's how Amos knew this was a
person. "J?sssst," he said, "You colorful but uninteresting person, wake up and talk to me.".111."I'm standing here, trying to be friendly," said
Amos. "I was told there was nothing of interest down here. And since it is so dull, I thought I would keep you company.".After the funeral I went to
the Los Angeles Public Library and started checking back issues of the Times. I'd only made it back three weeks when the library closed. The LA.
Times is thick, and unless the death is sensational or the dead prominent, the story might be tucked in anywhere except the classifieds.."Easily,"
said Amos. "I have red hair, I have freckles, I am five feet, seven inches tall, and I have brown eyes. All you need do is go to Hidalga who owns the
Mariner's Tavern and ask her who has red hair, is so tall, with such eyes, and she will tell you, 'It is her own darling Amos.' And Hidalga's word
should be proof enough for anybody. Now what do you look like?".The Best from F & SF, #23 Copyright ? 1976,1977,1978, 1979,1980 by
Mercury Press, Inc..She said it hopefully, but without real expectation. Mary Lang shook her head decisively..Guilt and her pain tore at me. I
chased through my head for something to comfort her. "Mandy, I?".ideas (among which is the idea that art ought not to be political), then such
neutrality simply doesn't exist.from Competition 13" Excerpts from myopic early sf or Utopian novels."What sort of help does he need?" asked
Amos. "A doctor?".Dear heart, Brother Hart, Come at my crying. We shall dine on berry wine And ....and turned on the bathroom light. Detweiler's
possessions were meager. Eight shirts, six pairs of pants,.He passed through the gate, approached the massive pile of the Project and began
ascending the.subsequent messages to Message Central for relay to the Zorph commandship assigned to your sector..This time he hit her hard?hard
enough to send her reeling back.."We're waiting for a reply," Crawford said. "But I can sum op what they're going to say: not good. Unless one of
you two has some experience in Mars-lander handling that you've been concealing from us.".You are six, almost seven, and you are being allowed
to use the big viewer for the first time. You are perched on a cushion in the leather chair at the console; your brother, who has been showing
you.performance has ever been? I don't have time to worry about it; I play the console like it was the.Because it was just Harry Spinner at the
Brewster Hotel on the wrong end of Hollywood Boulevard,.When the gag came off, the story came out, and the part of the story the jailor had slept
through the grey man could guess for himself. So he untied the jailor and called the sailors and made plans for Amos' and the prince's return. The
last thing the grey man did was take the beautiful costume back to his cabin where die black trunk was waiting..trunk, and he reached in and picked
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it up..in my most resonant baritone and absolutely brought the house down..'She leaned forward and touched the wound with her hand. Tears
started in her eyes. "Oh, my dear Brother Hart," she cried. "It was for me you died. Now your enchantment is at an end."."Hurry, hurry, step in! We
can't keep it open too long." They groped their way in, scraping frost.Someone sat up beside him. He froze, but it was too late. She rubbed her eyes
and peered into the."You people want to take a walk around the dome with me? Maybe we could discuss ways of giving.138
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